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Hello dear companions in what increasingly appears to be a glitching
simulation,
We're writing today to share with you an acoustic video of Alcove,
performed in front of the now (in)famous yellow wall at Amperland HQ.
This is the final video we'll be sharing from the bunch, all recorded on a
single day in November 2019. November 5th, 2019. Does that date
sound amazing to you? Or do you feel pity for your tiny unknowing
embryo brain?
Ah to be young again.
It was one of the first times we hung out with the crew from Rough
Trade & we were making fast friends. Ryan (of Phase video fame—
playing "The Roommate") got us hot chocolate & gave us each hugs
while wearing a sweater with marshmallows embroidered to it so we
could each take a bite from the sweater as we hugged. Thanks Ryan.
Sarah in a very thoughtful gesture captured & domesticated an
opossum for us! What a nice surprise. Gabe knit us mittens, which
were made with astonishing speed & enthusiasm but ultimately slightly
lopsided. Marisa kindly edited Gabe's mittens to make them
comfortable to opposable form. Thank you Marisa, thank you Gabe.
Join us in reliving a great day with this collection of videos:

Marigold acoustic videos

It's also with much excitement that we'd like to announce that we'll be
doing an official Pinegrove Book Club! The book we've selected is
Spring by Ali Smith. The choice is based on having read two of her
other novels & enjoying them very much. Smith is a contemporary
British novelist who blends (extremely) contemporary political
observation, surrealism, & word play to get at complex yet accessible
(& extremely moving) portraits of life right now. FFO: George Saunders,
Jenny Offill, Margaret Atwood, Max Porter. Spring can be considered a
totally stand alone novel, despite being released as part of Smith's
seasons quartet. (The resonances between books are thematic, not
narrative, as far as I can tell!) So, no prerequisite to join. None of us
here have read it, so find out along side us whether this book rocks as
much as we expect it will!

The Book Club will be held on the Amperland public forum. We'll do 3
meetings—one for each section of the book that runs roughly 111
pages each. We'll hold the meetings sometime later on this spring; a
more detailed plan'll be laid forth in short order. At this point though, if
you want to be a part of it, all you need to do is to pick up a copy of the
book. Try calling your local indie book store to see if they have a
paperback in stock (a lot seem to be doing curbside pickup these
days). Alternatively, bookshop.org (US) & hive.co.uk (UK) seem to be
somewhat ethical alternatives to amazon.

Much sanity, health, & perseverance to you all,
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